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“We are impressed with HexArmor’s ability to see 
what the oil and gas industry needs. And build a 
glove that truly meets those needs. Their R&D is 
exceptional.” 
              – Ken K., HSE Manager
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Introduced three years ago, the Rig Lizard® quickly became the number one choice for 
HSE managers around the world. The Rig Lizard® Series has evolved from a single glove 
to a comprehensive line with cold- and warm-weather versions, six different grip options, 
and our newest knit-impact style. With the newly redesigned high-flex IR-X® Impact 
Exoskeleton™, the Rig Lizard® Series delivers industry-leading impact protection from the 
tip of the fingers to the entire back-of-hand. You get unparalleled safety in a comfortable, 
durable, high-dexterity glove.

Rig Lizard® Series:
       A Grip for Every Job
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Rig Lizard® Technology: 
High-Flex Impact Protection
Handling heavy tools and materials is a fact of life for workers in the mining and 
petroleum industries. Consequently, they are exposed to smash and pinch hazards 
on a daily basis. Whether it’s a bruised finger, fractured metacarpal, or something 
worse, blunt force impact injuries are an all-too-common occurrence on the rig. In 
recent years, mining and oil companies have included impact protection in their 
hand safety standards to address this issue and reduce the number of impact 
injuries on their work sites. 

NOT ALL IMPACT GLOVES ARE CREATED EQUAL
In response to the focus on impact protection, glove manufacturers have flooded 
the market with cheap gloves that claim to provide adequate impact protection. 
This has lead safety managers to believe that any glove with back-of-hand smash 
guards provides sufficient impact protection, and that all impact protection has a 
similar level of protection. In reality, smash guards have a range of protection based 
on a number of factors, including the thickness and resiliency of the material used, 
and the spaces between the guards.  

HexArmor’s proprietary IR-X® impact technology has been tested according 
to ASTM standards and is proven to deflect the force of sudden impacts 
away from the point of contact, rather than transferring force directly 
to the hand.  This can mean the difference between a bruise and a 
fractured bone. This quality, along with the new high-flex design, 
is what makes it possible for our IR-X® Impact Exoskeleton™ to 
deliver more comfort, more protection, and more dexterity 
than any other impact glove on the market.

COMFORT AND DEXTERITY 
An impact glove can only prevent injuries if it’s worn 
properly. The new high-flex impact design reduces 
hand fatigue, allows for higher levels of dexterity, 
and makes the Rig Lizard® an impact glove that’s 
comfortable enough to wear all day. Thanks 
to the new high-flex design, compliance is 
increasing, and injuries are decreasing.
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Specialized Grips:

Grip is a constant challenge in many industries. 
Working on a mining or drill site often involves 
dealing with lubricants, oils, muds and other fluids, 
so any hand protection needs to hold up under these 
conditions. Maintaining grip is extremely important, 
because when a worker’s grip is compromised 
they’re more susceptible to hand fatigue, strains, 
and injuries caused by dropped tools.

TP-X® provides a high level of 
abrasion resistance, and does 
not absorb wetness, so grip is 
maintained in the presence of 
lubricants. Works best in regular 
(light-to-medium) wet conditions. 
Found on the 2020, 2021, 2022, 
2023, 2029, 2031, and 2032. 

TP-X®

Complies with hand safety 
standards requiring a bright palm 
color. Canvas+™ provides a similar 
grip to standard cotton gloves 
used in the oil industry, but can be 
washed and reused many times. 
Good for working with honey oils. 
Found on the 2024.

Canvas+™ 
Grip

A more robust, heavy-duty version of 
TP-X®, TP-X+® provides additional cut, 
puncture, and abrasion resistance. Also 
stands up better to heat. The raised 
texture of TP-X+® creates grooves which 
channel away liquid, providing enhanced 
grip when dealing with oily substances. 
Found on the 2025 and 2026. 

TP-X+® 

Sandy nitrile is good  for handling 
graphite dust, which can make 
other palm grips slick. It also adds 
additional abrasion resistance, has a 
good dry grip, and provides excellent 
dexterity. A good choice for incidental 
contact with unknown substances 
such as solvents, chemicals, and oils. 
Found on the 2090 and 2091.

Sandy 
Nitrile 
Palm Dip 

A synthetic leather palm with 
large PVC dots that create friction 
and improve grip on tools. Good 
all-around grip that does well in 
conditions often found in drilling. 
Also provides excellent dry grip for 
general tasks. Found on the 2028.

HexArmor 

MudGrip+® 

Known for its durability and 
abrasion resistance, goatskin 
leather provides a traditional 
grip with high levels of comfort 
and dexterity. This grip is a good 
choice for incidental heat contact. 
Found on the 2027 and 2033. 

Goatskin 
Leather 
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RIG LIZARD® Features:
AN ALL-PURPOSE GLOVE WITH A GRIP FOR EVERY JOB

NO MATTER THE TASK, THERE’S A RIG LIZARD® GLOVE FOR YOU.

2090 2091 2031 2032 20332028 2029

2025 2026 202720232022 202420212020

*These features not applicable to the Thin Lizzie™ 2090 and 2091

Slipfit® Cuff*

Nametag* Pull Tab* Abrasion Resistance

Cut Resistant

High-flex
back-of-hand 
IR-X® Impact
Exoskeleton™

Industrial 
Puncture ProtectionHigh-quality materials

Hi-vis and other 
color options*

Reinforced 
Seams*

Pre-Curve
Design

Specialized
Grip

Double-stitched 
seams using 
core-spun thread*

Extra Impact Guard 
Secures Common 
Pinch Point*
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AN ALL-PURPOSE GLOVE WITH A GRIP FOR EVERY JOB

Cut Resistant

Reinforced 
Seams*

Pre-Curve
Design

Specialized
Grip

Double-stitched 
seams using 
core-spun thread*

2020 Rig Lizard® Velcro® Wrist________________________________________________________________

The Rig Lizard® 2020 offers a Velcro® wrist closure 
option for workers with large hands who prefer a 
larger cuff for donning and doffing. 

FEATURES:__________________________________

• High-flex IR-X® Impact Exoskeleton™

• Additional  IR-X® guard between thumb and index finger

• Durable TP-X® palm

• SlipFit® cuff with Velcro® closure, pull tab and nametag

• Hi-vis color scheme

• Launderable

• Sizes 6/XS – 12/3XL

Protected by
U.S. Patent
No. D703,389

TP-X® Grip

PENDING
ISEA

CUT: 3 

TP-X® TechnologyImpact Protection

PENDING
ISEA

CUT: 3

Impact 
Protection

TP-X® 
Technology

2022 Rig Lizard Oasis®
________________________________________________________________

The Rig Lizard Oasis® 2022 is equipped with 
breathable HexVent® technology on the back-of-hand 
to prevent overheating. 

FEATURES:_______________________________

• HexVent® heat-release system

• High-flex IR-X® Impact Exoskeleton™

• Additional IR-X® guard between thumb and index finger

• Durable TP-X® palm

• SlipFit® cuff with pull tab and nametag

• Hi-vis color scheme

• Launderable

• Sizes 7/S - 12/3XL

Protected by
U.S. Patent
No. D703,389

TP-X® Grip

4243
ISEA

CUT: 3

Impact 
Protection

TP-X® 
Technology

Protected by
U.S. Patent
No. D703,389

TP-X® Grip

TP-X®

Technology
Impact
Protection

4243
ISEA

CUT: 3

Impact 
Protection

TP-X® 
Technology2021 The Original Rig Lizard®

________________________________________________________________

The original Rig Lizard® set a new precedent for oil and gas 
safety gloves by providing unmistakable grip advantages, 
and the highest level of comfort and dexterity – all without 
sacrificing protection. The Rig Lizard® 2021 delivers cut, 
puncture, abrasion, and impact resistance, making it a great 
all-purpose glove.

FEATURES:__________________________________

• High-flex IR-X® Impact Exoskeleton™

• Additional IR-X® guard between thumb and index finger

• Durable TP-X® palm

• SlipFit® cuff with pull tab and nametag

• Hi-vis color scheme

• Launderable

• Sizes 6/XS - 12/3XL

TP-X®

Technology
Impact
Protection
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2023 Rig Lizard Arctic®
________________________________________________________________

Cold weather often causes frozen fingers, which 
can compromise grip, feeling, and facility. When the 
temperature drops, workers face an additional threat to 
their hand safety. That’s why HexArmor® created the Rig 
Lizard Arctic® 2023. It’s waterproof and contains a C40 
Thinsulate™ liner on the inside to keep hands warm and 
workers safe on the job. 

FEATURES:________________________________________________________________

• IR-X® Impact Exoskeleton™ with high-flex design protects 
against forceful blows to the back-of-hand

• Additional IR-X® guard between thumb and index finger

• H2X® technology provides a waterproof barrier to keep hands dry

• C40 Thinsulate™ interior liners for added warmth in cold conditions 

• Durable TP-X® palm with unique stitching pattern

• SlipFit® cuff with pull tab and name tag
• Launderable
• Sizes 7/S – 12/3XL

2024 Rig Lizard® Canvas+™ Grip________________________________________________________________

The Rig Lizard® 2024 has all the same safety features as 
the original Rig Lizard® – ISEA level 3 cut resistance,  
best-in-class impact protection, abrasion and puncture 
resistance. The Rig Lizard® Canvas+™ 2024 also features 
a canvas cotton palm that has been shown to work well 
in oil and gas applications. 

FEATURES:_______________________________________________________________

• High-flex IR-X® Impact Exoskeleton™

• Additional IR-X® guard between thumb and index finger

• Canvas+™ palm grip with polyurethane backing

• SlipFit® cuff with pull tab and nametag

• Hi-vis color scheme

• Launderable

• Sizes 7/S - 11/XXL

4243
ISEA

CUT: 3 

TP-X®

Technology
Impact
Protection

4244
ISEA

CUT: 3

TP-X® Grip

Canvas+™ Grip

Canvas+™
Grip

Impact
Protection

3244
ISEA

CUT: 3

RIG LIZARD®

Protected by U.S. Patent No. D703,389

Protected by U.S. Patent No. D703,389
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2025 Rig Lizard® TP-X+® Palm________________________________________________________________

When you need ISEA level 4 cut resistance to meet 
minimum hand protection requirements, the Rig Lizard® 
2025 is the glove for you. It provides higher levels of 
protection against cut and puncture hazards than any 
other Rig Lizard® glove. This glove features a textured 
TP-X+® palm combined with cut level 4 SuperFabric®, all 
packed into the same lightweight, comfortable glove you 
depend on to get the job done.

FEATURES:________________________________________________________________

• High-flex IR-X® Impact Exoskeleton™

• Additional IR-X® guard between thumb and index finger

• Durable TP-X+® palm

• ISEA cut 4 SuperFabric® (interior layer)

• SlipFit® cuff with pull tab and nametag

• Hi-vis color scheme

• Launderable

• Sizes 6/XS - 12/3XL

TP-X+®

and Cut 4
SuperFabric®

Impact
Protection

4544
ISEA

CUT: 4

TP-X+® Grip

Protected by U.S. Patent No. D703,389

2026 Rig Lizard Arctic® TP-X+®
________________________________________________________________

The Rig Lizard Arctic® 2026 incorporates a waterproof 
H2X® and C100 Thinsulate™ liner to keep hands warm 
and dry in even the harshest conditions. Even with the 
additional thermal protection, the Rig Lizard Arctic® 
2026 still affords excellent dexterity to get the job done.

FEATURES:___________________________________________________________

• Waterproof H2X® barrier liner

• C100 Thinsulate™ liner

• High-flex IR-X® Impact Exoskeleton™

• Additional  IR-X® guard between thumb and index finger

• Durable TP-X+® palm

• SlipFit® cuff with Velcro® closure, pull tab and nametag

• Hi-vis color scheme

• Launderable

• Sizes 7/S – 12/3XL

TP-X+® Grip

Protected by U.S. Patent No. D703,389

PENDING
ISEA

CUT: 4 PENDING
ISEA

CUT: 4 

TP-X+®

Technology
Impact
Protection
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RIG LIZARD®

2027 Leather Palm________________________________________________________________

The Rig Lizard® series not only offers superior hand 
protection, but also offers a variety of grip options for 
every application. The Rig Lizard® 2027 incorporates a 
goatskin leather palm, found to be useful in the oil and 
gas industry. The Rig Lizard® 2027 also delivers higher cut 
protection in the palm thanks to an interior layer of ISEA 
Cut 4 SuperFabric® brand material.

FEATURES:________________________________________________________________

• ISEA cut 4 SuperFabric® (interior layer)

• High-flex IR-X® Impact Exoskeleton™

• Additional IR-X® guard between thumb and index finger

• Goatskin leather palm

• SlipFit® cuff with pull tab and nametag

• Hi-vis color scheme

• Sizes 7/S – 12/3XL

2028 HexArmor Mud Grip+®
________________________________________________________________

The Rig Lizard® 2028 provides everything your crew 
needs to work safely, efficiently, and comfortably 
throughout their entire shift. This glove combines 
industry-leading impact and industrial puncture 
resistance with the grip needed to be effective in 
saturated situations. The 2028 features HexArmor 
Mud Grip+® technology: a reinforced synthetic leather 
palm with large PVC dots, making this the ultimate 
no-slip grip solution. 

FEATURES:________________________________________________________________

• High-flex IR-X® Impact Exoskeleton™

• Additional IR-X® guard between thumb and index finger

• HexArmor Mud Grip+® palm

• SlipFit® cuff with pull tab and nametag

• Hi-vis color scheme

• Launderable

• Sizes 7/S - 11/XXL

Leather Palm
and Cut 4
SuperFabric®

Impact
Protection

PENDING
ISEA

CUT: 4

Goatskin Leather Grip

HexArmor Mud Grip+®

HexArmor
Mud Grip+®

Impact
Protection

4244CUT: 2
ISEA

Protected by U.S. Patent No. D703,389

Protected by U.S. Patent No. D703,389
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Leather Palm
and Cut 4
SuperFabric®

Impact
Protection

PENDING
ISEA

CUT: 4

2033 Arctic Leather Palm ________________________________________________________________

The Rig Lizard® 2033 takes cold weather warmth to a 
new level by using a C100 Thinsulate™ liner. Combine this 
with our H2X® waterproof liner and a palm layer of ISEA 
level 4 cut resistant SuperFabric® brand material, and 
you have a cold, water, and cut-resistant barrier for your 
hands. The 2033 also features a goatskin leather palm for 
a traditional feel.

FEATURES:________________________________________________________________

• ISEA cut 4 SuperFabric® (interior layer)

• Waterproof H2X® barrier liner

• C100 Thinsulate™ liner

• High-flex IR-X® Impact Exoskeleton™

• Additional  IR-X® guard between thumb and index finger

• Goatskin leather palm

• SlipFit® cuff with Velcro® closure, pull tab and nametag

• Hi-vis color scheme

• Sizes 7/S – 12/3XL

Goatskin Leather Grip

Protected by U.S. Patent No. D703,389

2029 Rig Lizard® Waterproof________________________________________________________________

The Rig Lizard® Waterproof 2029 combines industry-
leading impact protection with our proprietary H2X® 
waterproof liner, to keep hands safe, dry and comfortable 
all day long. The abrasion-resistant TP-X® palm material 
provides excellent dry grip and works well in oily 
situations. Combine these features with a pre-curve 
design, double palm stitch, and our maximum-comfort 
fingertip design, and you’ve unlocked the dexterity and 
protection needed for optimum performance. 

FEATURES:________________________________________________________________

• Waterproof H2X® liner

• High-flex IR-X® Impact Exoskeleton™

• Additional IR-X® guard between thumb and index finger

• Durable TP-X® palm

• SlipFit® cuff with pull tab and nametag

• Hi-vis color scheme

• Launderable

• Sizes 7/S - 11/XXL

TP-X®

Technology
Impact
Protection

4343
ISEA

CUT: 3

TP-X® Grip

Protected by U.S. Patent No. D703,389
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RIG LIZARD®

2090 Thin Lizzie™ ________________________________________________________________

Some workers prefer the fit and feel of a knit glove because 
it’s sleek, lightweight, and offers the tactile sensitivity 
needed to work with small parts. This glove features a 
knit shell that delivers ISEA level 4 cut resistance, a sandy 
nitrile palm dip for exceptional wet and dry grip, and the 
patented Rig Lizard® back-of-hand impact protection 
design to keep hands as safe and comfortable as possible.

FEATURES:________________________________________________________________

• High-flex IR-X® Impact Exoskeleton™

• HPPE and glass fiber blend shell

• Sandy nitrile palm dip

• Launderable

• Sizes 7/S - 10/XL

Sandy Nitrile Grip

Impact
Protection

HPPE Blend
Shell

4543CUT: 4
CPPT Gram Cut Score 1576 G

Performance gram force may vary 10%, 
lab-to-lab scores also vary

CPPT Gram Cut Score 1669 G
Performance gram force may vary 10%, 

lab-to-lab scores also vary

ISEA

2091 Thin Lizzie™ Thermal________________________________________________________________

The Rig Lizard® 2091 is a fleece-lined version of our popular 
Thin Lizzie™ 2090. Made for colder temperatures, the 
comfortable interior fleece lining keeps hands warm 
without limiting dexterity. The abrasion-resistant sandy 
nitrile palm provides a solid grip on tools, while the IR-X® 
Impact Exoskeleton™ protects hands from potential 
smash and pinch injuries.

FEATURES:________________________________________________________________

• High-flex IR-X® Impact Exoskeleton™

• HPPE and glass fiber blend shell

• Interior fleece lining

• Sandy nitrile palm dip

• Hi-vis color scheme

• Launderable

• Sizes 6/XS – 10/XL

Sandy Nitrile Grip

Impact
Protection

HPPE Blend
Shell

PENDINGCUT: 4
ISEA
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CASE STUDY

Problem: Finding Impact Gloves Workers Want to Wear

When a customer agreement mandated impact protection for certain tasks 
at a large Canadian well services company, the Safety Manager and his team 
tested virtually every impact glove on the market. Their workers were used 
to wearing leather gloves, so they were resistant to the change. They trialed 
glove after glove, but nothing was a good fit. Some were too stiff. Others lacked 
sufficient protection. Many gloves they trialed fell apart after a day or two of use.

“With everything else we tried,” said the Safety Manager, “maybe 40% of the guys 
would like one glove, and 30% preferred another.” Finding a glove that met the 
company’s new hand protection standards and was also a glove that workers were 
willing to wear seemed like an impossible task. Until they found the Rig Lizard®.

Solution: The Rig Lizard® is a Perfect Fit

“When we started using the HexArmor® gloves, 98% of the guys gave positive 
feedback,” the Safety Manager said. During the trial period for the Rig Lizard®, the 
safety team found that more and more workers were actually wearing their impact 
gloves. In the past they had seen much lower compliance, because the majority of 
workers did not like wearing other impact gloves. 

“Before, you’d go on location and see maybe one pair of impact gloves, and 
everyone else was wearing leather. Since switching to HexArmor®, we’re seeing 
virtually all impact gloves, and maybe one or two leathers. It changed everything.” 

Conclusion: Worker Tested, Safety Manager Approved

As most safety managers know, it’s hard to please everyone. Especially when 
you’re switching to new PPE. Replacing the equipment your workers have become 
accustomed to is often met with resistance, but if you are deliberate about getting 
your workers involved in the glove selection process, it’s possible to find a solution 
that meets protection standards and makes everyone happy. 

HexArmor® specializes in working with companies to conduct effective glove trials, 
to help you find exactly the right glove for your particular situation. The Rig Lizard® 
Series is a versatile line with options to meet virtually any hand protection standard. 
And if we don’t have a glove that meets your exact needs, we’ll work with you to 
develop one that does. Contact your HexArmor® representative today to get started 
finding the best glove for you. 

The Perfect 
 Combination 
  of Comfort 
   and Dexterity
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TP-X®3 424342021

TP-X®3 Pending2020

42433 4 TP-X®2022
42443 5 TP-X®2023
32443 5 Canvas+™2024
45444 5 TP-X+®2025

Pending4 TP-X+®2026

Pending4 Goatskin 
Leather2033

Pending4 Goatskin 
Leather2027

42442 5 HexArmor 

MudGrip+®2028
43433 TP-X®2029

45434 4 Sandy 
Nitrile2090

Pending4 Sandy 
Nitrile2091

42433 4 TP-X®2031
42433 4 TP-X®2032

Rig Lizard®

 Series:

4



“It’s great to finally have gloves that 
feel custom engineered for this 
job. They give me the feel I need to 
perform, but man, the protection! 
Amazing stuff.”

      – Mark G., Rig Worker
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Call 1-877-MY ARMOR or  visit hexarmor.com
HexArmor® products are cut and puncture resistant, NOT CUT AND PUNCTURE PROOF. Do not use with 
moving or serrated blades or tools. User shall be exclusively responsible to assess the suitability of the 
product as specified for any individual application or use. Protection zones are to be used as a general 
guide. Actual product protection zones may differ.

Protected by patents and patents pending.

SuperFabric® is a registered trademark of HDM, Inc.

All products, product descriptions, and performance scores are current as of August 2014. 
For current product information, please visit hexarmor.com, or call 1-877-MY ARMOR

HC-0006


